A statistical theory of broadband single pulse propagation in a random ocean is presented. The mutual coherence function of the received signal is derived using an analysis based upon coupled mode theory. As propagation range increases, the combined effects of modal dispersion and random fluctuations spread the pulse and decompose it into a series of multiple arrivals. In addition to (2), an outgoing wave condition as r-oo as well as suitable boundary conditions at the ocean surface and bottom must be imposed. However, the precise form of these constraints will not be impor- Copyright by the Acoustical Society of America. Kohler, W. E. (1980). Pulse propagation in a randomly perturbed ocean: Single pulse statistics. Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, 68(4), 1177-1183. doi: 10.1121/1.385004 of the ft. are real, say 1 •< n •< N(k). These correspond to propagating modes, modes that transport acoustic energy. The remaining infinity of modes are evanescent or cut off. These modes decay exponentially with range; they do not transport energy and will be ignored.
In addition to (2), an outgoing wave condition as r-oo as well as suitable boundary conditions at the ocean surface and bottom must be imposed. However, the precise form of these constraints will not be impor- 
To complete the specification of (9), initial conditions A•(O,k) must be specified. These conditions, dictated by the source, will be obtained by a matching proce- 
We shall extend the summations in (15) to infinity by setting rk,(z,k)=O for n>N(k). Since (15) will be evaluated in the asymptotic limit of long ranges and weak random inhomogeneities, the variables r and r' (hence, also Cot and Cot') will be assumed to be large. Even at such long ranges, however, the second moment of the modal coefficients <A 
exp[i[Co(•,t-K ,, )-(/3,(•,)r-t3,,(•,,)r')]• +• [w,(p,•,)-w.,(p,•, K,)] x 4p.(z, •.)dp.(z', •.) exp{i[cø•"(t -t') -/3.(•.)(r -r ')]}.

III. INTERPRETATION OF THE RESULTS
Since the theory developed is based upon a coupled mode analysis, it will be most useful in modeling experiments where the number of modes involved is small (e.g., volume scattering of low-frequency pulses or configurations where the interaction of bottom-bounce modes through rough surface or sediment scattering is dominant). Note in particular that if bottom effects are dominant and volume scattering can be ignored, the random coupling problem will involve only that subset of modes which interact significantly with the bottom.
For the present discussion, however, to illustrate the content of (22) As range increases, the random inhomogeneities tend to diffuse or flatten the contribution from any given eigenray. At the same time, however, the number of rays contributing to the total acoustic field at the receiver will generally increase.
Thus 
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